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The Salmonid
Life Cycle
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Eggs
A typical life cycle of a salmon, steelhead, or
trout begins when eggs are d e ~ o s ~ t eand
d fertilized
in the graven of a stream.
Successful reproduction depends on a supply of
oxygen-rich, clean water FpercoPating through an
adequate supply of gravel with veuy little sediment.
This gravei protects the eggs from direct sunlight
and strong current during incubatiow, For the next
month or so after spawning, the eggs are very
fragile and even a slight disturbance could destroy
them.
About a month after being deposited (variable
~ e p e n d ~o
nwt water temperature) head and body
regions develop and eyes begin to show. During
incubation, water flow (to deliver oxygen and carry
away waste products) and temperature (40 degrees
to 65 degrees F) must be suitable. S a ~ ~are~ ~ i d ~
coUd-waterfish and do not easiUy tonerate
temperatures above 68 degrees F
I. The greatest
m o ~ M i t yin a salmon’s life cycle occurs during the
egg-to-frystage. Only about 15% of the egg5
deposited in a redd make it through the fry stage.

Sac
In late winter or spring, the eggs hatch. Young
fish, called sac fry, grow rapidly lander the graven
for one to three months. A sac fry is a fragile
creature with huge eyes and a large yolk sac
protruding from its be81y. The orange sac contains
a completely balanced diet of proteins, sugars,

Fv

Sac fry are protected from mostpredators and
other hazards by remaining under the gravel. A
good flow of water through the gravel is critical to
sac fry survival. Porous gravel provides a stable
streambed and allows good perco/ation of
oxygenrich water.

When #he yutt? sac
isused-up,
#he fish, catted fry,
emerge ftum #he gravel

Once fry gww fo abud3inches #hey
are &nuwn as #ingertings

The @rea#es# mut#ati#y
is during
#heegg-fu-fty sfage:
Unty about 70%uf fhe eggs deposited
in #hereddsuwive.

Fry
Sac fry absorb their yolk sacs and emerge from
the gravel as fry in late spring and summer. About
an inch long, they are easy prey for other fish.
Only chum salmon begin their migration to the
ocean soon after emerging from the gravel.
Chinook, coho and sockeye salmon, steelhead
trout, and some cutthroat trout spend a year or
more in fresh water before starting their migration.
The other trout remain in the watershed they were
conceived their entire lives.
Fry feed on p/ankton and small insects.
Streamside cover is needed for protection from
predators and temperature extremes andas a
source of food. Fry stay in shallow pools near the
edge of the stream where the currentis not too
strong. They are easy prey for trout and other
large fish. Some birds also devour fry. When
young fish reach the size of a human finger, they
are called finqeding. Vertical marks (parr marks)
along their silvery sides help hide them from
predators. They fry eat and grow rapidly.
Smolts
At some point in their lives salmon, steelhead,
and some cutthroat trout undergo a change in their
behavior and start toward the ocean. These 4-to
6-inch fish, known as smo/ts, head to the sea with
fall or spring freshets. Smoltification requires
internal physio/ogica/changes to make the
transition from the fresh to salt water. In addition,
the parr marks disappear as the smolt becomes
silvery and more distinctly counter-shaded (dark
above, light below) to survive ocean conditions.
Most smolt drift backward with their heads
upstream as they migrate downstream. They travel
mostly at night to avoid predators who hunt by
sight. Water flow is again a critical factor during
downstream smolt migration.
c

High Blows mean higher suwiva! rates. On some
streams, dams alter the natural 6 1 ~ 1 5of river
systems, sDowing flows as they store spring r~noff.
ecreased flows can increase theamount of time it
akes smolts to reach the ocean and
affect their
ability to adjust to salt water conditions. A dday
can increase theirs u s c e ~ ~ i ~toi ~predators
i~y
and
disease. Smolts are often lost as a result of
passing into unscreened irrigation ditchesand
becoming stranded in a field. Smolts can also be
injured or killed as they pass through ~
y
~
fadif+§ or fail to find p ~ s s a ~ ~at~ dams.
ays
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~ ~ a ~ r o m salmonids
ou§
spend varied amounts of
time in the sea, up to five years, endin^ in^ on the
specks. While in the ocean, saliTWn
P.apidly
by feeding ora the rich, available food supply.
Plankton make up their first food source. Since
ocean temperatures have much to do with how
much ~ ~ a is n
available,
~ t smolt
~ ~suwiwal caw be
greatly diminished by temperatures that are too
warm. A5 the dish grow, shrimp, ~ n ~ h oand
v~~s
herring make up the majority of their diet. Sharks,
marine mammals and other predators take a
podion of the maturing salm~nas food.
C ~ m m e ~ c iand
a l sport fishers also hawest fish.

Adult ~ a ~ ~ ~ n i ~ 5
Usually in early sum er of their maturing year,
sanmon begin Po head ck to their homestreams.
one purpose to get back home to
hile their exad method of navigation is
not fully understood, researchers believe salmonids
navigate by ~
~
@
the
~ moo09
~ and ~
stars, the smell of their home stream, or a
combination of these factors. This is caOIed
homing Salmon stop feeding when they enter
fresh water and live on stored body fats for the
rest of the trip. Steelhead and sea run cutthroat
cease feeding during their upstream
jQurKlej9.
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Using every last ounce of energy to complete
this journey the sallmon’s bodyonce again
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~

~
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undergoes profound physiological changes. The
skin thickens and bones soften. The aging that
occurs during these few days of a salmon's life is
equivalent to 20-40years in a human's life.

Anglers, natural predators, and other hazards
continue to reduce salmonid numberson their way
to the spawning beds of their home stream.

gdutt fish change
in form andcola?
as fhey refurnfo fresh water tu spawn

Hydroelectric dams can block passage upriver.
Most dams now have fish passages, but finding them
uses part of the salmon's limited energy supply.
Log jams, landslides or other obstructions
occasionally restrict passage. Waterfalls, road
culverts and velocity barriers also create migration
problems for salmon.
When flows are too low for upstream movement,
water temperatures can become quite warm in the
holding pools and cause conditions promoting
disease outbreaks. Low flows can delay salmon
movement for too long, reducing their chances for
successful spawning when they finally reach the
spawning beds.
Resident trout (thosethat don't migrate to the
ocean) often move between the streams and lakes of
their home watersheds. While they do not face the
long journeys of their anadromous cousins, they still
must avoid predators, find food and shelter, and
withstand high water flows and temperature
fluctuations. All salmonids have similar spawning
processes.

Spawning adutfs deposit eggs
ingravelnests [redds). Salmooz die
shod& affer, white some steelhead and
sea-run cuffhwat may refurn
b spawn aqain.

When salmon finally arrive within a few yards of
their birthplace, they are ready to spawn. The
female searches for a place suitable for spawning
and digs a nest, or redd. Using her tail, the female
(or hen) digs a 12"-18"depression in the porous
gravel of the streambed. She then deposits from
3,000-5,000 (varies with species) bright pink eggs
in the redd. After the males (or buck)fertillies the
eggs with milt a milky white substance containing
sperm, the female moves upstream from the redd.
With her tail, she digs more gravel which the
current carries downstream to cover and protect the
eggs.

c

With the completion of the reproductivetask,
the adult salmon’s life is complete. Within a short
time it dies, and the carcas drifts downstream,
decaying and ~ o ~ t r i its
b nufrimt.
~ t ~ ~ to~ the
stream that gave it life. Hot all steelhead and
sea-runcutuhroat trout die after spawning, but
because of their weakened condition, the
percentage of adults that live to return to spawn
again is small.

Obtaining the eggs
Mature adult salmora spawners are captured and
held until they are ripe. When the females are
ripe (the eggs are loose in the body cavity and
ready to exit), a few eggs will freely drop out of
their went. Hatchery ~ ~ r s o useeally
n ~ e ~select fish
from ail parts 0f the run for their broodstock Some are taken early in the run, some at the peak,
and others wear the end. This is to insure ;a
diversity of inherited traits (genes) in the offspring.

lased

..

downstream

And grow In the stream

Fingerlings

contrlbule litlle to

S.

To provide f5r healthy processing, the captured
salmon are killed with a sharp blow to the head this is of little consequence to the fish as a10
Pacific salmon naturally die sho~.%ly
after they
spawn. The adults are gently rinsed and the
@XC@§S Water iS Wiped off.

The female salmon is cut in front of the taiO or
at the gills to aH0w her blood to escape. This is
done SO that the blood doesn’t mix with the eggs
and interfere with the fertilization or egg
deMebpment processes.
The eggs are removed with a special knife,
called a Wyoming or Zack knife, which is inserted
in the went and siit up the belly sf the fish (the
technique waries from hatchery to hatchery). The
eggs drop into a bucket.
The male’s milt is remo~edby applying pressure
(by hand) on the underside of the fish near the
head and along the length of the fish towards the
tail, which forces the sperm out.

The number of eggs taken from the fish is
equiwalcnt to that 0%natural spawning.
Hatcheries that raise trout capture broodstock

from nearby streams or lakes to be used in the

spawning process at the hatchery. Since trout
don’t normal0y die after spawning, care has to be
taken to avoid injury to the brood tr5ut. This is
done using a process called “air spawning.”

Fernales ready dQr SpaWning are ane5thetiZed
and a hypodermic needle is pushed in the egg
cavity in the abdomen. A BOW pressure air burst
(4-5POUladS per square inch) is pun%pedinto the
fish, which gently forces the eggs out the vent.

anesthesia. Milt from the male is t
a sanitary bucket to fertilize the
eggs, similar to the way salmon are handled.

&g developmen+is close@ te(a+ed
tu wa+et #empetalUte.

Sac fry use +heyu& sac as a main source
t# foad, d i t fhe sacis used up. The fish
+hen “bu#uns-up.”

Belly Seam

Caring for the Eggs
When milt or sperm is added to the egg
fertilization technically begins. Water or iodine
solution is then added to “harden” the eggs.
Once the eggs are rinsed clean, they are placed
in incubators which allow a constant flow of
water around the eggs. Heatb traysare the
most common type of container for eggs at
hatcheries.
Egg development is closely related to water
temperature. For instance, eggs that are placed
in the Heath trays with water 8 i C (about 46iF)
would hatch in about 54 days. The warmer the
water the faster the eggs will hatch. Incubation
temperatures at the hatchery usually range from
2iC-lOiC (35.6iF-5OiF).
For the first six weeks the eggsare very
sensitive to mechanical shock, light and extreme
fluctuations in water temperature. At the end
of this period the eggs become “eyed”. This
means that the embryo has eyes thatmay be
seen inside the egg. At this point, the eggs are
less sensitive and can be handled. The dead
eggs, which are easily recognized by their
opaque white color, must be removed because
fungus can grow on them. This fungus can
spread to the live eggs and kill them. The eggs
are usually counted at this stage.

Sac Fry
Once the eggs hatch, they are called sac fry.
Sac fry have a large yolk sac attached to their
belly. This is the main source of food at this
stage. The yolk sac is gradually used up by the
developing sac fry, and at age 24 weeks all that
remains is a tiny slit. This stage is called
buttoning-up , because the slit looks like a
buttonhole. This process occurs in wild
environments as well.

Fry
The salmon are now called fry and are placed
in ponds according to species. While the fish
are being reared, or raised, at the hatchery
they are monitored for growth, health and
mortalities.Environmentalconditionswithin
the ponds are carefully controlled.

One important par%of the rearing program is
feeding the fish. The fish food is a careb.ul!y

manufactured diet developed by biologists to
ensure maximum growth. The main ingredient
is ground up ocean fish such as hearing, but
the food also contains essential vitamins and
minerals necessary for fish health. Both dry
and wet feeds are used; the wet foods are kept
frozen until used. Feeds are regularly tested to
ensure high quality.
After the fry are placed in ponds, they are
fed a food called starter diet. As they grow,
the size and amount of food is steadily
increased. The startea diet is fed by hand. For
each gram of food fed to the rearing fry, the
fish will gain one gram or more of weight.
Coho grow from .4Bo 25 grams during their
rearing period at the hatchery.
Fish are reared at the hatchery between 90
days and 16 months, depending on the species.
Releases are carefully planned to reduce
interaction and competition with wild species.
Releasing the Fish into the Natural World

YQblng trout destined for large bodies of
water stay at the hatchery until they reach the
fingerling stage. They are released when they
are about the size of your finger - 150 of them
weigh only 1 pound. Trout destined for rivers
and streams spend about 16 months at the
hatchery and are released whew they are about
PO inches iong - it ta es only three of these
fish to weigh one pound. For fall chinook
.-

salmon, release is done after 90 days of rearing;
spring chinook, 12 18 months; and, coho are
released after about 14 months.

-

Releasing fish is carefully planned to avoid
interaction and competition with the wild fish
already in the stream, river, or lake.

Unit 3

Comparing
Natural & Hatchery
Raised Chinook

Key Concepts:

+ The
critical
difference
between
hatchery-raised
and

naturally-produced fishis in the egg-to-fry stage.

+

%

Hatchery-raised fry have a much higher survival rate
during the egg-to-fry stage.

TeachingInformation
The comparison of naturally-produced and hatchery-raised salmonids can be done in a variety of
ways, using the masters as overheads or handouts. Here are just a few:
1
. Have students draw a large diagram of the life cycles of both naturally-produced salmon or
trout and hatchery-raised salmon or trout. This can be done in groups or pairs of students.
Post each and compare the diagrams. Note the differences and similarities.

2. After studying the naturally-produced and hatchery-raisedlife cycles, hold a discussion
(class or small group) about why hatchery survival during the egg-to-smoltstage is so much
higher than natural survival. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each? Note any
questions that can be answered by the hatchery staff during the visit.
3. Do some “hatchery math”. Out of
100,000 eggs, how many survive to become smolts at
the hatchery, on average? In a stream, on average?

Materials
Student handouts. “Life Cycle Comparison,” “Trout
may also be used as overhead masters.

Life Cycle,’’ and “Salmon Life Cycle.’’These

iwer Spring Chinook salmon as an example)

Adults move upstream and
hold In deep pools until

spawning.

Adults need to find suitable
spawning gravel with
adequate water supply. as
well as a suitable mate lo
spawn with.

Fry haich and remain In
gravel.

F I Sspend
~
approximalely
one year in fresh water
before mqratlng
downstreamlo the ocean.

a

Eggs are taken from

young trout can feed.

1
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UNIT 3

HOOKS & LADDERS
Portions of this activity were adapted from:
Project WILD - Aquatic
Western Regional Environmental Education Council; &
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Sport Fish Restoration Program
1983, 1985, 1992
The Comings and Goings of Coho: Life Cycle of the Salmon
Water, Water Everywhere
Oregon State University Sea Grant Program
1982.
For more information, contact:
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife
Outreach & Education
600 Capital Way N
Olympia WA 98501-1091
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Key Concepts:

+ Salmon migrate as part of their life cycle.
+ Pacific salmon face many hazards as they go through

their lifecycle. These hazards are limiting factors to their survival.

+ Humans can help Pacific salmon survive by attempting to control
some of the limiting factors tothe completion of their life cycle.

+ Limiting factors control populations of all living things.
Materials

+ Large playing area

(100 feet X 50 feet)

+ About 500 feet of rope, string or six traffic cones for marking boundaries (masking tape
can be used indoors)

+ Two cardboard boxes
+ 100 tokens (3x5 cards, pokerchips,etc.)
+ JumpRope

NOTE Students could get dim as they get down on all fours to simulate the fish ladder.
TeachingInformation
Students simulate Pacific salmon and the hazards faced by salmon as they portray the life
cycle of these fish. It is a highly active game that connects well to other activities in publication.

area above the “broadjump” waterfall. There they will feed on salmon just before
they enter the spawning ground, as bears might (see diagram).
5. Choose two students to be humans in fishing boats catching salmon in the open ocean.
These students in the fishing boats must keep one foot in a cardboard box (their boat) to
reduce their speed and maneuverability.

6. All remaining students are salmon.

MOTE These figures are based on a ciass size of 25 to 30. lf the group is larger or smalie4
a@st the num&er of people who are fishing and predators accurdingb.
7. Begin the activity with all the salmon in the spawning ground. The salmon first move into
the reservoir above the dam. They must stay in the reservoir while they count to 30. This
simulates the disorientation that salmon face due to lack of current in the lake to direct
them on their journey. During this time, the predators may catch the salmon and escort
them ONE AT A TIME to the fish ladder area to becomepart of the fish ladder. The salmon
then start their journey downstream.

A major hazard is the turbines at the dam. AT most dams there are escape weirs or
screens to guide migrating salmon pastthe turbines. The student salmon CANNOT GO

AROUND the jump rope swingers, but they can SLIP UNDER the swingers’ arms if they do
not get touched while doing so. A salmon dies if it is hit by the turbine blades (jump rope).
The turbine operatorsmay change the speed at which they swing the jump rope. NOTE:
Any salmon that “dies” at any time in the activity must immediately become part of the
fish ladder. The student is no longer a fish, but becomes part of the physical structure of
the human-made ladder now used by migrating salmon to get past barriers such as dams.
The students who are the fish ladder kneel on the ground as shown below, a body-wide
space between them.

9.

+ The students’ feelings throughout the activity

+ The role of the barriers
+ The role of the predatory wildlife and the people fishing
+ Where the losses were the greatest and least
+ What seemed realistic about the activity and what did not

+ What the consequences would be if ALL the eggs deposited made it to adulthood and
completed the journey

15.Ask the students what they could change to assure more survival of salmon. (eliminate
some of the predators - which might mean having to open a hunting season on them, place
new rules on the people fishing or adjust the number of people fishing, stop the turbines
for a time, etc.) Adjust the activity and run it again. Compare the number of survivors.
Did the strategy result in more salmon? Why or why not? What are some of the
disadvantages to your strategies?
16.lf you are using this activity with Unit 1.C, ask the students to finish the story of Tyee the
Lucky at this time. Have some or all of the students read the finish of their stories aloud in
class.
17.Ask the students to summarize what they have learned about the life cycle of salmon, the
salmon’s migration and limiting factors that affect salmon. Make sure the students have a
clearworkingdefinitionoflimitingfactors.Encourage
the studentstomakethe
generalization that all animals - not just Pacific salmon - are affected by limiting factors.
of suitablefood,
Ask the students to give examples.They mightmentionavailability
water, shelter and space; disease; weather; predation; and changes
in land use as well as
other human activities.

Variation: Atlantic Salmon
This activity can easily be adapted to feature Atlantic rather than Pacific salmon. The most
significant difference between these is that the Atlantic salmon can spawn more than once. Many
Atlantic salmon make their migratory journey and spawn two or three times. All Pacific salmon
die after spawning onlyonce. To adapt the activity for Atlantic salmon, students are to make as
many complete migratory trips as possible. After the activity is finished, ask students to report
how many times they successfully completed the migratory cycle. Graph the data. Have the
students explain how age influences mortality rates and susceptibility to limiting factors.

Extensions

+ Visit fish hatcheries that work with migratory fish and find out how hatchery salmon life
cycles are different from wild.

+ Develop a matrix comparing the life histories of various kinds of salmon, such as chinook
or king, coho or silver, chum or dog, pink or humpback, and sockeye or red.

o

Compare a local fish that
the similarities an

igraues like the Pacific sahon (such as Barnprey eels).

sense of smell to the adivi%y*Divide the students into groups, simulating
different tributaries. 6we each student g~~~~a container with an unfamiliar srneOB
iw it. Hawe the students in Uhe oup smeIP it9
the bottom of the container by naming
the creek they are from. The smeH is the special odor that identifies their own “home
stream”. Once they ~o~~~~~~the cycle successfully, they have to “find” their home stream by
smel! ~~%~~~~
looki
sttom of the container to see if it is theirs.

ding

~~~~~~~

One the student groups have smelled the cup and named it, collect the cups. As they go
through the life cycle, place the cups randomly on a table or in a box. This simulates a
salmon having to “remember” the odor or taste of its home stream until the end of its life
cycle.

Crumpled-up
Paper Towels Inside

Masking Tape

5-8 Punch Holes Here
When Ready

J
Styrofoam O r Paper Cups, Taped Together At The Top

Key Words
limiting factor;
(also see “Key Words” in “Tyee’s Magnificent Journey.”)
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